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20 Abstract
21

22 The plasma-controlled evaporation of the Al target induced by the laser pulse with intensity of 10 Wycm and wavelength of9 2

23 1.06mm is analysed with account for the two-dimensional effects. The self consistent model is applied, including the heat transfer
24 equation in condensed medium, the equations of radiation gas dynamics in evaporated substance and the Knudsen layer model at
25 the two media boundary. It is found that the phase transition at the target surface is controlled by the two factors: the surface
26 temperature that depends on the transmitted radiation intensity, and the plasma pressure, governed by the expansion regime. The
27 process comes through three characteristic stages, the sonic evaporation at the beginning, the condensation during the period of
28 plasma formation and initial expansion, and finally, the re-start of evaporation in subsonic regime after the partial brightening of
29 the plasma. During the subsonic evaporation stage the vapour flow and the mass removal rate are much higher near the beam
30 boundaries than in the centre due to smaller plasma counter-pressure. The vapour plasma pattern is characterised by the dense hot
31 zone near the surface where the absorption of laser energy occurs, and rapid decrease of density outside the zone due to three-
32 dimensional expansion.
33 � 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
34
35 PACS: 68.10 Jy; 52.40Nk
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39

41 1. Introduction

42 The evaporation of a matter induced by intensive
43 laser radiation can proceed in two qualitatively different
44 regimes depending on the temperature and pressure of
45 near-surface heated region. If the temperature and(or)
46 the pressure exceed critical values, the liquid–vapour
47 transition is described by gas dynamic equations with
48 the uniform equation of statew1x. In the opposite(sub-
49 critical) case the process is characterised by sharp
50 interface formation. The flux of evaporated matter is
51 non-equilibrium, as all the vapour particles have velocity
52 components in the direction away from the surface. For
53 the sufficiently intensive evaporation the particles collide
54 and develop equilibrium distribution over the distance

617
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55

of several free runs. The region adjacent to the interface,
56where the distribution transforms to the equilibrium one,
57is called the Knudsen layer(KL).
58In terms of continuum mechanics the KL presents
59strong gas dynamic discontinuityw2–6x, at which the
60mass, momentum and energy conservation are fulfilled.
61Also, additional relations are postulated that account for
62phase transformation kinetics and are derived by means
63of the different approximations of the distribution func-
64tion inside the KL. The Mach numberM defined at the
65outer boundary of the KL is widely used as the param-
66eter characterising the degree of non-equilibrium(the
67intensity) of the evaporation. AtMs1 the vapour flow
68through the surface reaches maximum and the process
69is maximum non-equilibrium. TheMs0 condition
70means that the flow from the surface is equilibrated by
71the back-scattered flow, thus the total flow across the
72interface is zero and the two phases are in equilibrium.
73It is generally accepted that the normal velocity of the
74vapour flow at the outer side of the KL does not exceed
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3Fig. 1. Problem set-up.

75

the local speed of sound and theM)1 regimes are not
76 consideredw2–4,7–10x.
77 The laser-induced evaporation withMs1 takes place
78 for irradiation in vacuum or low-pressure ambient atmos-
79 phere. In this case, heat transfer in the condensed
80 medium is independent of vapour phase and is described
81 by the single-phase version of the Stefan problem, with
82 logarithmic dependence of the transition temperature on
83 the front velocityw11,12x. For subsonic evaporation 0-
84 M-1 the description is much more complex because
85 the processes in the condensed and vapour phases
86 become coupled, theM parameter evolution is not
87 known beforehand and it is determined in the course of
88 solution w13x. The subsonic evaporation can be inter-
89 preted as controlled by the two factors: the thermal and
90 gas dynamic ones, determined by the surface tempera-
91 ture and vapour pressure, respectively.
92 The unsteady regimes of laser evaporation were con-
93 sidered in a number of theoretical papersw14–21x.
94 Several factors were established that can decelerate the
95 process and reduce theM parameter: the environment
96 back-pressurew14–16x, the fast variation of the surface
97 temperaturew17–19x and the additional back-pressure
98 of the vapour plasmaw19–21x.
99 The formation of plasma in the evaporated substance
100 essentially complicates the laserytarget interaction due
101 to the sharp variation of the optical and thermal prop-
102 erties of the medium. The numerical analysis of the
103 plasma-controlled laser evaporation was performed in
104 several studies by means of one-dimensional in space
105 (1D) w22–24x and two-dimensional(2D) w25–28x mod-
106 els. The screening effect of the laser plasma was
107 predicted, however, the time development of the evap-
108 oration intensity(the Mach parameter) was not consid-
109 ered. This subject was addressed in Refs.w19–21x for
110 the aluminium target evaporation in vacuum and the
111 decisive role of the plasma pressure was established.
112 The high pressure of the plasma not only decelerated
113 but also reversed the direction of the phase transition,
114 and the vapour began to condense on the surface despite
115 the target temperature being approximately twice as high
116 as the equilibrium boiling temperature. In the frame of
117 1D model two stages of evaporation were found: the
118 first stage was induced by laser radiation(Ms1); and
119 the second one by the effect of plasma thermal radiation
120 (Mf0.1).
121 The application of 2D model that is numerically much
122 more cumbersome enables to derive additional infor-
123 mation on evaporation process and, in particular, to
124 establish the Mach number dependence on radial co-
125 ordinate. The main objective of this paper is to analyse
126 plasma-controlled evaporation induced by the laser pulse
127 with the intensity of 10 Wycm and the wavelength of9 2

128 1.06mm with account for 2D effects.

129

2. Problem statement

130The present 2D model consists of heat-transfer equa-
131tion in condensed phase with Stefan type boundary
132condition at the irradiated surface, the set of equations
133of radiation gas dynamics and laser radiation transfer in
134vapour plasma, equations of state and absorption coef-
135ficient data. The principal assumptions are the following:
136

137● 138Target melting and hydrodynamic phenomena in liq-
139uid phase are excluded from consideration. The melt-
140ing has a minor influence on total energy balance
141because the latent heat of this process is much lower
142than that of evaporation. The melt hydrodynamics
143and related problem of solid and liquid macro-parti-
144cles in the ablation plume are excluded due to the
145extreme complexity of corresponding mathematical
146models. 147

148● 149The normal velocity of the vapour flow at the outer
150side of the KL is limited by the speed of sound for
151evaporation and condensation,±M±F1. 152

153● 154The plasma is treated as an absorbing medium in the
155state of local thermo-dynamic equilibrium and satis-
156fies the quasi-neutrality condition; the plasma evolu-
157tion is described in the approximation of a
158non-viscous non-thermoconducting gas. 159

160For mathematical description moving cylindrical co-
161ordinate system is introduced with the origin fixed at
162the target surface in the laser beam centre, ther-axis
163directed along the surface and thez-axis directed along
164the outward normal(Fig. 1).

1652.1. Condensed phase

166Energy transfer in the condensed phase domain 0-
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r-L , yl -z-L is governed by heat-conduction equa-r z z

168 tion w29x:

171 ≠H ≠H ™ ™c cqV sydiv W, H sr C T , Wc c c p c
≠t ≠z

sylgrad T (1)c172

173 Here ‘c’ index denotes the condensed phase,T , H ,c c

174 are the temperature, volumetric enthalpy and heat
™
W

175 flux, V is the surface recession velocity(interfacec

176 velocity), r , C , l are the density, specific heat andc p

177 thermal conductivity. The external boundaries of the
178 condensed domain are heat-insulated, with initial target
179 temperature beingT s300 K.0

180 2.2. Gaseous phase and plasma

181 When the laser intensity is high enough, optical
182 thickness of evaporated substance is sufficient to initiate
183 an intensive absorption and avalanche ionisation. The
184 resulting vapour plasma is partially or completely
185 opaque for laser radiation. The work of pressure, laser
186 energy release rate and the balance of plasma thermal
187 radiation control its energy balance. In the vapour
188 plasma domain 0-(r=z)-(L =L ) the system of radi-r z

189 ation gas dynamics(RGD) equations is written as
190 follows w30,31x:191192

193 ≠r ™qdiv rVs0 (2)
≠t194

195

196 B E™C F

D G≠ rV B E™ ™C F

D Gqr VØgrad Vsygrad P (3)
≠t197

198

199 ≠ reŽ . ≠G™ ™ ™qrgrad eVsyP divVydivqq (4)
≠t ≠z200

201

202 1™ ™divq qk U sk U , q sy gradU ,v n n n bn n n3kn

38phn ™ ™U s , qs q dn (5)bn n|3
nc exp hnykT y1Ž .Ž .203

204

205 PsP r,T , ese r,T k sk r,T,n (6)Ž . Ž . Ž .n n206

207 where is the gas-dynamic velocity,r, P, e are
™
Vs u,vŽ .

208 the density, pressure and volumetric internal energy

209 respectively, is the radiative heat flux,k™qs q , qŽ .r z n

210 is the absorption coefficient of plasma radiation,U ,n
211 U are the volumetric density of radiation and black-n,eq

212

body radiation, ‘n‘ index denotes frequency dependent
213quantities.Eq. (5) describes radiation transfer in diffu-
214sion approximationw32x. The system of equations(Eqs.
215(2)–(6)) is supplemented by the boundary conditions
216Ref. w31x. The equations of state and absorption coeffi-
217cient (Eq. (6)) are calculated by the technique of Ref.
218w33x, which is based on the Hartree–Fock–Slater model.
219Laser radiation transfer equation along thez-axis
220accounts for incidentG and reflectedG componentsy q

221and is written within the laser beam domain 0-r-r ,f
222wherer is the beam radius:f

225y q≠G ≠Gy qykG s0, qkG s0, G
≠z ≠z

y q ysG yG , 0-z-L zsL :Gz z

q y'G , zsL :G s 1yA T G (7)Ž Ž ..0 z 226

227whereA(T) denotes the surface absorptivity. The absorp-
228tion coefficient of laser radiationk for the 1.06mm
229wavelength is determined by inverse Bremsstrahlung
230mechanismw32x, and it is calculated assuming equilib-
231rium charge composition.

2322.3. Interface boundary conditions

233The principal feature of evaporation problem is the
234presence of non-equilibrium domain adjacent to the
235surface, i.e. the Knudsen layer, in which the state of
236vapour cannot be described by continuous medium
237equations.
238In general, vapour flow leaving the surface depends
239on the state of already evaporated substance above the
240surface, which is governed by gas-dynamic equations.
241The boundary conditions at the surface should link six
242quantities: the velocityV , the surface temperatureTc c

243and pressureP , the vapour temperature, density andc

244gas-dynamic velocity at the outer boundary of the
245Knudsen layer. For this purpose conservation of energy,
246mass and momentum is applied: 247248

249≠Tc yl sAG qL r V , r V sr V yv ,Ž .c v c c c c c
≠z

22r V qP sr V yv qP, (8)Ž .c c c c 250

251as well as two additional relations, dependent on the
252applied approximation of Knudsen layerw7,8x: 253254

25522 22gM m q1y2Ž .T
s ,22 2 2T 1qgM m tŽ .c

y12 2 2 2tm 1qgM gM m q1y2Ž .Ž Ž ..r
s (9)2 1y2r expym qp m 1qerf mŽ . Ž Ž ..sat 256

257
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8
Table 1

9 Thermo-physical and optical properties of aluminium
10

Variable Value Variable Temperature dependence11
12

T s300 K0 T s933 Km T s8000 Kcr
131920

T (K)b 2720 l (Wycm K) 2.37 0.75 0.1621
P (Bar)b 1.0 r (gycm )3 2.7 2.33 0.6422
L (Jyg)v 1.1=104 C (JygK)p 0.95 1.2 1.223
A (gymol)m 27 A (%) 0.1 0.1 0.3

2425

258

yMsvy gRT, r sP y RT ,Ž .sat sat c

B B EEL T Rv b 0C C FFP sP exp 1y , Rssat b
D D GGRT T Ac c259

260
261 22 2 2f m sF M m q1y2 ym m qaq3y2 s0, (10)Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .262

263
264 23gM y1 2 y1 1y2F M s1q , as2t y2 p mty1,Ž . 2gM q1

1qerf mŽ .2m
ts q ,21y2 1y2p expym qp m 1qerf mŽ . Ž Ž ..265

266 HereM is the Mach number,r , P are the saturatedsat sat

267 vapour density and pressure corresponding to surface
268 temperatureT , L is the latent heat of evaporation,R,c v

269 R , A are the gas constant, universal gas constant and0

270 atomic mass, respectively,g is the adiabatic constant
271 equals to 5y3 for monatomic vapour,P , T are theb b

272 pressure and equilibrium boiling temperature at the
273 normal conditions.
274 The last undefined quantity(Mach number in the
275 present case) is determined from the solution of gas-
276 dynamic equations. WhileM is found, the quantitiesm,
277 t, a necessary to evaluate the relations(Eq. (9)) are
278 found by solving non-linearEq. (10). At Ms0 the
279 evaporation(convective) is absent, the total vapour flow
280 across the boundary is equal to zero, the temperature is
281 continuous and the vapour above the surface is in
282 saturated state. AtM)0 temperature, density and pres-
283 sure of vapour are discontinuous, with maximum devi-
284 ation reached atMs1, sonic evaporation:Ts0.633T ,c
285 rs0.326r , Ps0.203P . The flow of evaporatedsat sat

286 substance in this case also reaches maximum equal to

287 0.825 of Herz–Knudsen flow .j sr RT y2pyHK sat c

288 If P -P relation is fulfilled at the Knudsen layersat

289 (M-0), then the evaporation turns into condensation.
290 According to the results of numerical and analytical
291 studiesw10,34–36x, only one condition is imposed on
292 the three quantitiesTyT , M and ryr (or PyP ) inc sat sat

293 the case of subsonic condensation, for exampleryr ssat

294 F (TyT , M), PyP sF (TyT , M), while the values of1 c sat 2 c

295 the other two parametersTyT andM are controlled byc

296 the state of gas dynamic flow. At present, the analytic

297

expressions forF , F functions are derived only for1 2

298several limited cases, and in general they are determined
299numerically from the solution of Boltzmann equation
300and tabulated. The results of Ref.w35x are used in the
301present model forPyP sF (TyT , M) relation.F hassat 2 c 2

302only weak dependence on temperature and is approxi-
303mated asPyP fF*(M)f0.95exp(2.42M). In oppositesat

304to evaporation, the condensation can proceed in super-
305sonic regime, which is characterised by the modified set
306of boundary conditions as compared to the subsonic
307condensationw10x.

3082.4. Numerical algorithms

309The differential problem(1)–(10) is solved by finite
310– difference(FD) technique. The computational grid
311along ther-axis in the 0-r-L s5 cm domain consistsr

312of 50–100 nodes and it is more dense in the laser action
313zone 0-r-r . The non-uniform grid along thez-axis isf

314constructed separately in condensed(l s0.01 cm, 40z

315nodes) and gaseous(L s10 cm, 100–200 nodes)z

316domains. The smallest grid steps are at the target surface
317and are equal to 2=10 cm and 10 cm for condensedy6 y5

318and gaseous phases, respectively. The non-linear heat
319transfer equation with convective term is approximated
320by implicit FD equation using five-point stencilw37x.
321The equation was solved by alternative direction method.
322The FD approximation and computational algorithms
323applied for RGD part of the model are described in
324detail in Ref.w38x. The algorithm for the whole problem
325consists of the following three blocks:(1) the solution
326of RGD equations;(2) the evaluation of boundary
327conditions; (3) the solution of heat transfer equation
328that is iteratively executed at each time stepw21x.

3293. Results and discussion

330Consider processes at Al target surface irradiated by
331the laser pulse with intensity of 10 Wycm , ‘tophat’9 2

332spatial profile and rectangular pulse shape, with wave-
333lengthls1.06mm, beam radiusr s0.025 cm and pulsef

334duration of 100 ns. Thermo-physical and optical prop-
335erties of Al used in computations are presented inTable
3361.
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29

30 Fig. 2. Transmitted laser intensityG , transmission coefficientTr and radiative heat fluxq vs. time atrs0, zs0.s s

34

35 Fig. 3. Target surface temperatureT and Mach numberM vs. time atc

36 rs0, zs0.

40

41Fig. 4. Saturated vapour pressureP and plasma pressureP vs. timesat p

42at the beam centre.

337

3.1. The processes in the beam centre

338 The intensity of laser radiation reaching the target is
339 the principal parameter governing the processes on the
340 surface. The evolution of absorbed intensity in the beam
341 centreG sAG (rs0, zs0), as well as vapour plasmay

s

342 transmission coefficient along the beam axisTrs
343 G (rs0, zs0)yG are presented inFig. 2. At they

0

344 beginning of laser pulse the evaporated substance above
345 the surface is transparent and all the laser energy reaches
346 the surface:Trs100%,G sAG s3=10 Wycm . The8 2

s 0

347 evolution of the process changes qualitatively when
348 plasma is formed in the vapour. The plasma effectively
349 absorbs the laser radiation due to high electron concen-
350 tration and the laser action on the surface terminates, 351

Fig. 2: G f10 Wycm , Trf0. Later on as the plasma3 2
s

352 expands, it becomes partially transparent and starting
353 from tf50 ns the transmission coefficient remains at

354

approximately constant levelTrf10%,G f3=10 Wy7
s

355cm .2

356Let’s return now to the main subject of the present
357analysis—the phase transformation of the surface. The
358process is characterised by the following quantities taken
359at the beam centrers0: surface temperatureT , Machc

360numberM, Fig. 3, saturated vapour pressureP andsat

361vapour plasma pressureP , Fig. 4. As indicated inFig.p

3623, three specific stages of the process are distinguished.
363Intensive laser energy release in near-surface layer cours-
364es its fast heating and in a short time the vapour flow
365reaches the sound velocity(Ms1), therefore in further
366consideration the stage I will be referred to as sonic
367evaporation. However, both the surface temperature and,
368as a consequence, the vapour flow velocity continue to
369increase. Steady-state evaporation regime is reached over
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46

47Fig. 5. Plasma temperature profiles at the beam axis.

370

2–3 ns with the surface temperature close to the critical
371 point; it is characterised by the equality of laser energy
372 input G and the energy losses due to evaporation ands

373 conductive heat fluxyl grad(T ) toward the bulk ofc

374 the target. As seen inFig. 4, the conditionP )P issat p

375 fulfilled during the stage I: saturated vapour pressure is
376 approximately five times higher than the plasma
377 pressure.
378 After the plasma formation the energy input to the
379 target surface is terminated, its temperature and saturated
380 vapour pressure are rapidly diminished, attf12 ns the
381 P -P condition is realised and evaporation turns tosat p

382 condensation,Figs. 3 and 4, stage II,M-0. Majority of
383 time the condensation proceeds in subsonic regime. The
384 Mach number sharply decreases and reaches the 1 value
385 at tf40 ns, when disturbance from the plasma initial
386 ignition region reaches the surface(see the peak of the
387 P curve inFig. 4).p

388 High pressure of the plasma results in its rapid
389 expansion. As vapour flow from the surface to plasma
390 is absent, the expansion leads to the partial restoration
391 of transparency and the onset of subsonic evaporation
392 stage,Figs. 3 and 4, stage III, with very low Mach
393 number close to the boundary of convective evaporation
394 Mf0.05 w4x. The comparison of evaporation at the
395 stages I and III gives insight into the relation of
396 temperature and gas-dynamic factors—temperature and
397 saturated vapour pressure on the stage III are only
398 slightly lower than that of the stage I,Figs. 3 and 4
399 however, the flow is decelerated by strong plasma
400 counter-pressure. It is worth to mention that due to small
401 Mach number the vapour density at the stage III is just
402 as high as saturated vapour densityr(Ms
403 0.05)f0.95r and exceeds the vapour density at thes

404 stage Ir(Ms1)s0.32r .s
405 The effect of plasma thermal radiation is illustrated
406 by the radiation flux reaching the surface in the beam
407 centreq sq (rs0, zs0), Fig. 2. At the stage II thes z

408 plasma radiation is as high as 10 Wycm and it keeps7 2

409 the surface at relatively high temperature. At the stage
410 III the plasma radiation flux isf3=10 that is one6

411 order of magnitude lower than the laser intensity.

412 3.2. Plasma pattern structure

413 Consider some features of plasma pattern evolution
414 that essentially influence the surface phase transforma-
415 tion. The plasma temperature profiles along thez-axis
416 taken at several instants are presented inFig. 5. Initially
417 plasma is formed at the forefront of the vapour cloud at
418 the distance off10 cm from the surface,Fig. 5, 20y2

419 ns. Later on the plasma expands rapidly in two opposite
420 directions—towards the laser source and towards the
421 surface. At ts40 ns the ionisation front reaches the
422 surface, and this event manifests itself as a peak of

423

temperature and pressure inFigs. 2 and 4. Starting from
42460 ns the temperature profiles of steady shape slowly
425propagate in positivez-direction.
426Contour plots of 2D temperature distributions taken
427at ts20 ns andts70 ns are presented inFig. 6. The
428Fig. 6a and the curve ‘20 ns’ inFig. 5 represent the
429same plasma plume. It is found that radial expansion of
430the plume is rather limited at this instant. The instant
43170 ns,Fig. 6b corresponds to steady expansion regime
432that is characterised by the axial expansion velocity
433being two times as high as the radial one. The plasma
434hot core is situated near the surface where laser energy
435release takes place with the local temperature maximum
436at the forefront. Density distribution atts70 ns is
437shown in Fig. 7. It is characterised by rapid density
438decrease with the distance from the surface. Starting
439from 10 gycm at the Knudsen layer the densityy1 3

440lowers down to 10 gycm at the distance ofy3 3

4415=10 cm, to 10 gycm at the distance ofy3 y4 3

4424=10 cm and 10 gycm at 0.1 cm. It confirms any2 y5 3

443obvious fact that inz-fr domain the density followsf

444;1yz law and varies as;1yz at larger distance.3

445Therefore, despite the high temperature of the plasma
446cloud its major part remains transparent for laser
447radiation.
448The location of laser energy absorption zone is an
449important feature of the plasma pattern,(Fig. 8), G (z,y

450rs0). At ts20 ns energy release takes place in the
451narrow region aroundzf10 cm. Further on, they2

452absorption zone becomes wider and the energy release
453rate≠Gy≠z diminishes.

4543.3. Processes on the surface

455Analysis of phase transition in theSection 3.1is
456related to only one point at the beam centre, i.e. it is
457quasi-one dimensional. The evolution of target temper-
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51

52 Fig. 6. Contour plot of the plasma temperature atts20 ns:(a) and
53 ts70 ns:(b).

57

58Fig. 7. Contour plot of plasma density atts70 ns.

62

63Fig. 8. Incident laser intensity profiles at the beam axis.

458

ature profiles,T (r, zs0), is presented inFig. 9. At tsc

459 8 ns the plasma in vapour phase has not yet formed and
460 the temperature across the irradiation zone±r±-r isf

461 constant. The profile atts10 ns already corresponds to
462 plasma–mediated action. Comparison of the two curves
463 shows that for over 2 ns the temperature is dropping
464 sharply everywhere(due to evaporation heat losses),
465 except for the narrow zone near the beam boundary.
466 The profiles at later instants correspond to the conden-
467 sation stage and demonstrate that the recommence of
468 evaporation starts near the beam edges and later on with
469 10–20 ns shift in the central zone. This fact indicates
470 that the plasma brightening is not only the result of
471 axial plasma expansion but its lateral expansion as well.
472 The latter effect manifests itself earlier at greater dis-

473

tance from the beam centre. Starting fromts60 ns the
474surface temperature becomes practically uniform over
475the laser spot.
476Radial expansion reduces the plasma counter-pressure
477near the boundaries of evaporation zone, so hypotheti-
478cally the mass removal should be more intensive there.
479The assumption is confirmed by the results presented in
480Fig. 10 showing the evolution of Mach number at the
481surface for three specific radial points:rs0, rsr y2f

482and rsr . The processes in the former two points goesf

483on identically, but at the beam boundary the re-start of
484evaporation occurs earlier and the vapour flow velocity,
485characterised by the Mach number, is several times
486higher than in the centre.
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67

68 Fig. 9. Surface temperature profiles vs. radius.

77

78Fig. 11. Total mass removal vs. radius.

72

73 Fig. 10. Mach number evolution at different radial points.

487

The amount of the removed material vs. radius is
488 presented inFig. 11. It is calculated by integration the
489 surface recession velocity. The curve taken atts10 ns
490 shows that just before the plasma ignition the removed
491 layer has constant thickness. Over the next 30 ns it
492 partially decreases due to vapour condensation. Well
493 seen circular hollow near the beam edge atts40 ns
494 and especially at 100 ns indicates that this part of
495 evaporation zone gives significant contribution to the
496 total amount of evaporated material. Note that the results
497 presented inFig. 11 cannot be interpreted as profile of
498 laser crater because melting and melt hydrodynamics
499 are excluded from the present analysis.

500 4. Conclusion

501 The performed studies allow to draw the following
502 conclusions on phase transition of Al surface induced
503 by laser radiation with the intensity of 10 Wycm , the9 2

504

wavelength of 1.06mm and the beam radius of 0.025
505cm:
506

507● 508Phase transition of the target surface is controlled by
509the two factors: the surface temperature that depends
510on transmitted radiation intensity and the plasma
511pressure, governed by the expansion regime. The
512process comes through three characteristics stages—
513the sonic evaporation at the beginning, the conden-
514sation during the period of plasma formation and
515initial expansion and, finally, the re-start of evapora-
516tion in subsonic regime after the partial brightening
517of the plasma. 518

519● 520During the subsonic evaporation stage the vapour
521flow and the mass removal rate are much higher near
522the beam boundary than in its centre due to smaller
523plasma counter-pressure, therefore it is just the
524‘periphery’ part of the irradiation zone that gives the
525significant contribution to the total amount of
526removed material. 527

528● 529The vapour plasma pattern is characterised by the
530dense hot zone near the surface at the distance of an
531order of the beam radius where the absorption of
532laser energy takes place, and rapid decrease of density
533outside the zone due to three-dimensional expansion.534

535The predicted results characterise the specific features
536of laser-induced plasma-mediated ablation, and provide
537information potentially useful for the development and
538improvement of pulsed laser deposition(PLD) tech-
539nique. However the analysed regime of laser action
540differs from typical PLD applications that utilise eximer
541lasers with the wavelength in the ultraviolet range,
542shorter (f20–30 ns) pulses and lower fluency. It is
543planed to continue this study and to extend the analysis
544for typical PLD conditions.
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